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Background: As the number of treatment options for multiple sclerosis (MS) has expanded, 
alignment between physician and patient on effects of medication has emerged as important 
for medication persistence/discontinuation.
Objective: To evaluate physician–patient agreement levels on medication effect and health 
status.
Methods: Persons with MS (PwMS) (n=71) participated in a cross-sectional study collect-
ing their satisfaction (using the Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication), inten-
tion to dis/continue treatment and global health perception; physicians assessed response to 
medication and global health status.
Results: Concordance between PwMS' assessment of medication effectiveness and physi-
cian’s assessment on response to medication, health status and EDSS were rs= 0.50, rs= 0.57 
and rs= −0.58, respectively.
Conclusion: The significant concordance attests to physician–patient effective communica-
tion and may contribute to improved medication adherence.
Keywords: concordance, disease-modifying therapy, patient-centered approach, multiple 
sclerosis, patient-reported outcomes, participatory medicine

Introduction
Shared medical decision-making and patient engagement have gained recogni-
tion and acceptance in the treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS),1–3 where no 
single treatment path is recommended.4 Their relevance has increased as the 
number of treatment options for relapsing MS has expanded in the past 
decade,5 concomitant with adverse side effects, partial adherence to therapy 
regime and discontinuation.1,6 Thus, concordance on treatment effectiveness 
between the physician and the patient has emerged as important for treatment 
alliance.4,7

Few studies evaluated directly the agreement between persons with chronic ill-
nesses and physicians’ assessments, most of these studies targeting health-related 
quality of life8 or treatment preferences.4 In MS, divergent perceptions between 
physicians and persons with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) were mostly noted.8–10 For 
example, PwMS reported a significantly worse perception of MS as a malignant disease 
than their treating physician and they were more willing to continue treatment with 
a specific medication.10 Alongside, PwMS disagreed with the physician which health 
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domains are more important9 and the only significant asso-
ciation was recorded in bodily pain and social functioning.8

As higher congruence between PwMS' and physicians’ 
perceptions was associated with persistence on 
medication,11 concordance in perceptions becomes even 
more crucial and may turn into a resource in confronting 
partial adherence and discontinuation of treatment. The 
present study’s goal was to investigate concordance in 
the perceptions on health status and medication, focusing 
on effectiveness, between PwMS and their treating 
neurologist.

Methods
Participants and Design
PwMS (n=71) attending an outpatient MS clinic at Carmel 
Medical Center, Haifa, treated with DMTs in the modal-
ities of infusion (n=23), injection (n=12) and oral (n=36) 
for 1–3 years’ duration and their treating neurologist were 
included. The design was cross-sectional. The participat-
ing physicians (n=2) were MS specialized neurologists at 
the MS clinic and the recruitment of PwMS was according 
to the following criteria: age >18 and 1–3 years duration 
on current medication. This study was approved by the 
Ethical Committee at Carmel Medical Center (# 0034–13- 
CMC). Participants were informed about the study proto-
col and signed informed consent. Confidentiality and 
anonymity were assured to all enrolled participants. 
PwMS filled the survey blind to its filling by another party.

Measures
The Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication 
version 1.4 (TSQM 1.4)12 is a patient-reported outcome 
(PRO) measure containing 14 items tapping four domains: 
effectiveness; side effects; convenience; and global satis-
faction. Each domain’s score is on a 0–100 scale, with 
higher values indicating higher satisfaction, better per-
ceived effectiveness, better convenience and lower per-
ceived side effects.

Self-rated health (SRH) was measured using a single 
question; respondents evaluated their health on a five-point 
response scale ranging from “excellent” to “poor”. PwMS 
were also asked about their wish to dis/continue with their 
current medication, responding on a five-point scale.

Physician’s assessments were tapped by two items 
recorded on a special form, specific to the study. The 
first item assessed the PwMS’ global health status on 
a three-point scale (improved–stable–worse). The second 

item assessed PwMS’ response to medication, based in 
clinical indicators; the response was on a three-point 
scale (good–medium–not good). This measurement, 
thought subjective and different from the survey the 
PwMS filled, was chosen as characteristic of routine med-
ical documentation in PwMS’ files. The Expanded 
Disability Status Scale (EDSS)13 was also recorded.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were performed, characterizing the 
PwMS and the main variables. Then, as physician’s assess-
ments were on an ordinal scale, Spearman ⍴ correlations 
between perceptions of PwMS and the physician were 
computed. A two-sided p value <0.05 was taken to indi-
cate statistical significance. Correlation size <0.1 was 
interpreted as negligible, 0.1–0.39 as low, 0.40–0.69 as 
moderate and 0.70 onward as strong.

Results
PwMS (n=71) were mostly women (n=42, 59.2%), the 
mean age was 41.9 (SD=12.9), most were married (n=47, 
66.2%) and either working or studying (n=59, 83.0%). 
Their physical disability score was moderate (M=3.5, 
SD=2.5, IQR=1.0–6.0) and the mean MS duration was 
M=8.2 (SD=14.2).

The assessments of PwMS and the physician are pre-
sented in Table 1. The highest score in PwMS’ rating of 
satisfaction was assigned to convenience (M=73.7, 
SD=22.7), then to (lack of) side effects (M=68.3, 
SD=26.3), and least to effectiveness (M=58.3, SD=23.8) 
and global evaluation (M=60.1, SD=25.1). Still, most 
PwMS reported wanting to continue their medication 
(M=4.0, SD=1.1) and rated their health as moderate 
(M=2.7, SD=1.0). The physician’s evaluation was that 
more than a third’s health status worsened (n=26, 36.6%) 
while about a half were stable (n=39, 54.9%); the response 
to the medication was good among half of the PwMS 
(50.7%) and medium or not good among 18.3% and 
23.9%, respectively.

Table 2 presents the Spearman correlations between the 
assessments of PwMS and the physician on the health status 
and the medication. The PwMs’ assessments regarding med-
ication are all positively significantly associated, with high 
association between global, effectiveness and wanting to 
continue the medication (range: 0.60–0.75). The physician’s 
assessments are also significantly associated: the response to 
medication with the general health condition (rs=0.81, 
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p<0.001) and these assessments are associated moderately 
negatively with EDSS, rs=−0.64 and rs=−0.54, respectively.

The concordance between assessments of the physician 
and PwMS regarding global health status are significant (rs 

=0.53, p<0.001) as well as the concordance on the medica-
tion: rs=0.50 and rs=0.45, for effectiveness and global, 
respectively. These two focal associations between PwMS' 
perceptions on effectiveness and the physician’s evaluation 
on response to medication were significant also when cor-
rected for multiple testing (p values <0.05). PwMS assess-
ments of side effects were not significantly associated with 
the physician’s assessment of the response to medication (rs 

=0.09, p>0.05) and convenience was weakly associated with 
the physician’s assessment (rs=0.26, p<0.05).

Discussion
This is one of the first studies in MS documenting concor-
dance on medication-related perceptions between PwMS 
and their neurologist. The significant moderate concordance 
was evident when both parties evaluated the same domains 
(ie, health status, medication effectiveness, range 0.50–0.53) 
indicating convergent validity. The level of agreement was 
much lower and weaker when the neurologist and the PwMS 
evaluated related, yet dissimilar domains, such as the neu-
rologist evaluating effectiveness and the PwMS evaluating 
side effects or wanting to (dis)continue the medication 
(range 0.08–0.38), thereby showing divergent validity. This 
concordance on medication-related perceptions is in contrast 
to the divergence found on most aspects in quality of life.8

This significant concordance may be interpreted as reflect-
ing continued two-sided effective communication between 
PwMS and their neurologist along the treatment course: dis-
cussing treatment options (initiate a medication, discontinue, 
switch medication), potential consequences of options, test 
results, reported symptoms and side effects experienced by 
the PwMS. It may also reflect the undergoing shift in para-
digm from treating the disease to treating the patient and is 
especially important when considering the increasing number 
of effective treatment options for MS, on the one hand, and 
the information on the Internet and social media available to 
people with chronic illnesses, on the other.14 Personalized 
information, effective communication, shared decision- 
making and high concordance between PwMS and physicians 
may also contribute to medication adherence and persistence.

Although medication adherence was not assessed in 
this study, interest in dis/continue the medication, 
a variable alighted with adherence, was found associated 

Table 1 Assessments by PwMS (n=71) and Physicians, (Mean 
(SD)/n (%))

Variable Mean (SD) n (%)

PwMS' assessments
Medication effectiveness 58.3 (23.8)

Medication side effects 68.3 (26.3)
Medication convenience 73.7 (22.7)

Medication global 60.1 (25.1)

Want to continue medication 4.0 (1.1)
Self-rated health, 1–5 scale 2.7 (1.0)

Physician’s assessments
Response to medication

Good 36 (50.7)
Medium 13 (18.3)

Not good 17 (23.9)

Missing 5 (7.0)

Health status

Improved 2 (2.8)
Stable 39 (54.9)

Worse 26 (36.6)

Missing 4 (5.6)

Expanded Disability Status Scale 3.5 (2.5)

Table 2 Spearman Correlations Between Assessments of PwMS (n=66–71) and Physicians

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. PwMS: Medic. effectiveness –
2. PwMS: Medic. side effects 0.02 –

3. PwMS: Medic. convenience 0.34** 0.37** –

4. PwMS: Medic. global 0.75** 0.42** 0.47** –
5. PwMS: Continue medication 0.60** 0.21 0.45** 0.65** –

6. PwMS: Self-rated health 0.61** 0.15 0.40** 0.58** 0.30** –

7. Physician: Response to medication 0.50** 0.08 0.26** 0.45** 0.23* 0.44** –
8. Physician: Health status 0.57** 0.13 0.38** 0.47** 0.39** 0.53** 0.81** –

9. Physician: EDSS −0.58** −0.10 −0.28** −0.51** −0.27* −0.55** −0.64** −0.54** –

Notes: *Significant at 0.05 level. **Significant at 0.01 level. 
Abbreviations: Medic., medication; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.
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with global satisfaction, satisfaction with effectiveness and 
convenience, but not with the perception of side effects. 
These results are consistent with a previous study which 
directly assessed satisfaction and adherence and found 
them associated.15

This pilot study is limited by a small sample of PwMS from 
a single clinic. The small N hindered examining concordance 
by type of DMT, mode of administration, previous history on 
DMT or disease subtype. The reliance on a single clinic has 
circumscribed the findings and a multi-center study is 
a preferred course forward, eg.16 In spite of these limitations, 
the results point to a new direction of research: studying 
personalized medicine via the concordance between healthcare 
professionals and people with chronic diseases on treatment- 
related perceptions and decisions. The concordance may span 
from knowledge on medication to preferences and values 
placed on different outcomes.17 Discussion on these issues 
between the physician and PwMS could contribute to higher 
concordance on complex decisions and less decisional conflict, 
and subsequently foster higher engagement, self-management, 
satisfaction and medication adherence15 along with loops of 
feedback between the patient and the physician, augmenting 
a patient–physician alliance and personalizing the treatment.18
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